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Month: May 

 

1.    Why do rocks become slippery when they are in water for a long time? 

2.    Why do ants always march in a line? 

3.    Why is Falcon important to the UAE? 

4.    Why do some animals hibernate during winter? 

5.    Why do desert plants have thorns? 

6.    Why can’t we keep horses as pet animals, though they are harmless? 

7.    How do plants take water from the soil? 

8.    Why do goats not have sharp canine teeth? 

9.    Why are emergency numbers typically three-digit numbers? 

10.   Why do cockroaches come out at night? 
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1.    Why should we compost food scraps instead of throwing them away? 

2.    Why do we laugh when we feel happy? 

3.    Why do Oasis appear in deserts? 

4.    Why do birds sing in the morning? 

5.    Why does the heart beat faster when we exercise? 

6.    Why was Florence Nightingale known as the lady with the lamp? 

7.    Why can’t humans stay underwater for an extended period? 

8.    Why should we use public transportation or walk instead of always using cars? 

9.    Why are fairy tales called “fairy tales”? 

10.Why does the Dubai frame have two sides? 

11.Why is the ocean water salty? 

12.Which gas is majorly involved in the increase of carbon footprint worldwide? 

13.Why do we blink our eyes? 

14.Why is rhythm important in poetry and music? 

15.Why are plants green? 
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Month- March 2024 

1.    Why do we see tiny water droplets on leaves in the early 

morning? 

2.     Why don't birds get electrocuted when they land on electric 

wires 

3.    Why was the fire discovered? 

4.    Why do we feel tired on a hot sunny day? 

5.    Why does it rain after cloud seeding? 

6.    Why can a penguin swim but not fly? 

7.    Why do we sneeze? 

8.    Why is throwing sand at each other in the playground 

dangerous? 

9.    Why do most flowers bloom in winter in the UAE? 

10.Why do we fast during Ramadan? 

11.Why do we have day and night 

12.Why are the seven wonders called the "wonders"? 

13.Why do astronauts carry oxygen cylinders in space? 

14.  Why should you cover your mouth when you sneeze? 

15.Why is sunlight important for our health? 

16.Why is water desalinated in UAE? 
 

17.Why are forests called 'green lungs'? 

18.Why is the sky blue? 

19.Why is vaccination essential for us? 

20.Why are planets spherical in shape? 
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